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SERVOMOTOR TYPE PHOENIX MECANO LH 1037

MECHANICAL
If the servomotor is mounted in order to replace an original TA servomotor, this has to be
removed.
New bracket for support of servomotor has to be made, in order to get the new one lined up
and pointing to the fixing point on the diesel pump.
When mounting, the movement of handle on diesel pump should be considered. Due to the
special fixing components, some “out of line” movement can be accepted.
The new servomotor ( Mecano type LH 1037 ) has a total movement of 17 mm. Internal
limit switches are mounted.
The servomotor should be moved to mid position before fixing to the diesel pump.
ELECTRICAL
The supply voltage to the servo motor ( Mecano type LH 1037 ) is 24 V DC.
The old TA motor was driven on 24 V AC.
This voltage was made by a transformer in the main switchboard.
( Original trafo was placed in a red plastic cower )
This required a 3 – wire connection to the motor.
New motor ( Mecano type LH 1037 ) requires only 2 wires.
Remove the supply to the transformer and see this is 230VAC.
Connect this to the plastic box POWER SUPPLY SERVOMOTOR PS 602.
Terminals L-N.
Connect the switches for running the RPM up/down, and the servomotor.
See drawing: E-3303.
The existing wiring for running RPM up/down should be used.
If the servomotor is running in wrong direction switch the motor cables.
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Pre Information / tips

There are a lot of different installations concerning the TA-Motor; unfortunately we don't know them all.
The mounting kit is meant to be a supply to help mounting the new servomotor to the existing system.
The bracket to support the new servomotor may be custom made, possibly at sight to fit the
mechanical demands.
Some tips are to take care of the slight eccentric movement of the diesel-pump handle.
The rod ends are to be used to fix the servo to the bracket so it can follow the eccentric movement.
To extend the fixing length between the bracket and servomotor, use the threaded metal rod.
The angle joints are to be used in combination with the threaded metal rod to make an axial joint.
This axial joint is then the connecting link between the diesel pump handle and the servomotor
'actuator' arm.
To fix the angle joint to the fixing eye of the actuator arm can be done by spot welding the angle joint
directly or spot-weld a 6mm nut to the actuator arm.
I do hope this information gives some help concerning the mechanical mounting.
Information of the electrical installation can be found previous page.

Pictures on this information leaf may differ from actual items delivered.
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